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A luta kontinua! 40 years and more
By Charles Scheiner, ETAN/La’o Hamutuk
Australia-East Timor Association Independence Day Dinner
Melbourne, 28 November 2015
Thank you, good evening. I’m going to violate Timorese protocol and not recognize all the
important people here because there are too many, and I don’t know everyone.
People in Timor-Leste and Melbourne are celebrating three anniversaries today:
1. AETA – 40 years ago. Parabens!
2. RDTL declared, 40 years ago. A luta continua!
3. Portugal arrived, 500 years ago. In the words of Timor-Leste’s national anthem “We
vanquish colonialism, we cry: “down with imperialism!”
I want to focus on the 40-year ones, and the journey many of us have travelled since then.
Unlike nearly everyone in this room, four out of five people living in Timor-Leste today were
not yet born in 1975. It is a young country. 44% of its people are less than sixteen years old –
they never lived under Indonesian occupation, even as they endure its aftermath. If many of
them continue to be malnourished and poorly educated, what future does their new nation
have?
Later, I’ll talk a little about two of La’o Hamutuk’s current concerns – petroleum dependency
and maritime boundaries. But first I hope you’ll indulge me as I share a brief history of my
solidarity work in the United States and in Timor-Leste. We each follow our own journey –
but mine is the one I know most about.
A few U.S. activists knew about our government’s political, military and diplomatic support
for Indonesia’s invasion and occupation, but active solidarity work had dwindled during the
1980s. On Human Rights Day 1991, a month after the November 12 massacre at Santa Cruz
cemetery, some of us organized a vigil in front of the Indonesian mission to the UN in New
York. We didn’t expect to commit the next quarter-century of our lives, but the attention to
the massacre – it drew the first U.S. television coverage of Timor-Leste in 16 years – seemed
like a strategic opportunity that should not be wasted.
After the protest, we decided to expand this work and formed ETAN—the East Timor Action
Network/US. Noam Chomsky, who didn’t know any of us, sent the first contribution. At the
time, he told a friend in Canada that he didn’t expect ETAN’s efforts to amount to much,
given the state of activism in the USA. When I asked him about this a decade later, he told
me he “was never more delighted to be proven wrong.”
During the 1990s, we did public education and grassroots organizing; demonstrated and
lobbied; wrote fact sheets and action alerts; hosted speaking tours and public events, and
reached out to media, academic, progressive, religious and ethnic constituencies. By 1999,
we had 15,000 members from every state, with 30 local chapters. We targeted U.S. military
support for the occupation, and won a series of legislative victories curtailing arms sales and
U.S.-provided training to Indonesian soldiers.
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Working in local communities, through media, and with annual “lobby days” visits to
Washington, ETAN developed a Congressional constituency for Timor-Leste that continued
long after independence.
Like Timor-Leste, we were geopolitically lucky. The Cold War and the struggles in Central
America and South Africa had ended, allowing some space for activists to take on new
issues. Indonesia had few supporters in Washington outside of Freeport and some Suharto
apologists, and their lobbying was often counter-productive.
ETAN had a secondary motive – helping young Americans learn about their government’s
role in supporting the occupation, which often prompted them to ask what else they hadn’t
heard about U.S. foreign and military policy. Their ongoing anti-intervention activism is one
of ETAN’s enduring legacies.
During the early 1990s, almost no Timorese people lived in the United States, and our main
contact with the resistance was through José Ramos-Horta’s frequent visits. However, when
we asked him for advice on our goals and tactics, he usually declined, saying “you know your
country better than I do … and if it doesn’t work out, we won’t be responsible.”
In addition to lobbying the U.S. government, we coordinated global civil society efforts at
UN Headquarters through IFET – the International Federation for East Timor –which
included AETA and about 25 other solidarity groups. ETAN joined with others from Australia,
Europe and around the world in a global movement. I first met some of the people here
today at the Asia-Pacific Coalition for East Timor conferences in Manila and Bangkok.
As the referendum was being negotiated in early 1999, IFET joined CNRT representatives to
urge the UN to take more effective steps to control Indonesia’s military and police. After the
May 5 agreements were signed, the IFET Observer Project brought 120 civil society
observers from 22 countries to Timor-Leste for several months, living in every district except
Liquiçá.
IFET was the last observer group to leave as the Indonesian military and their militia were
destroying Timor-Leste after the vote – the Royal Australian Air Force evacuated Jill and me
to Darwin on the sixth of September.
Over the next several months, solidarity activists from around the world visited Timor-Leste,
often working on emergency humanitarian relief. We consulted with our Timorese
colleagues – leaders and activists – asking what they wanted from us now that they had won
the referendum which we and they had campaigned for over so many years.
Many people had similar answers: “We’re being governed by the United Nations, the IMF is
our ministry of finance; the World Bank is setting development policy; we’ve got aid
agencies from countries we never heard of telling us what’s best for our country. We’ve
been isolated from the world and focused on our struggle against Indonesia. We know
enough not to believe everything these institutions promise, but not much more. Please
help us to understand these organizations – who they are, what they want, what they have
done in other countries.”
La’o Hamutuk – the Timor-Leste Institute for Reconstruction Monitoring and Analysis – was
created in May 2000 to respond to that need. As a Timorese organization with some
international staff, we published Bulletins like “What is the World Bank?” and
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“Understanding the Budget of the UN Transitional Administration.” I moved to Timor-Leste
and joined La’o Hamutuk’s staff in 2001.
La’o Hamutuk quickly realized that the need for information went two ways. Most of the
internationals who descended on Timor-Leste after the referendum knew almost nothing
about the country, and those who were well-intentioned realized that they needed to learn.
We ran an English-language bookstore, gave and conducted countless interviews, and
organized monthly panel discussions including representatives from international agencies,
Timorese authorities, and civil society. We also lobbied UNTAET and other agencies to
include more Timorese people in their decision-making and their staff, and urged the UN to
keep the international commitment never to tolerate impunity for crimes against humanity.
As you know, Timor-Leste restored its independence on May 20, 2002, bringing another
transition. La’o Hamutuk decided that our work was still relevant, adding the Timor-Leste
government to the list of monitored institutions. We changed our name from
“reconstruction” to “development” and shifted our focus to look more systematically
toward the future, rather than reporting on projects and programs which were already
underway.
Independence also required changes for the solidarity movement, which I described to
activists and Timor-Leste’s leaders two days later in Dili: “Over the years, many of us have
become close to our comrades in struggle, some of whom now lead the government.
Although we will continue our friendships, your ascension to power requires some
redefinition of roles. We are in solidarity with all the people of East Timor.
“As leaders of a sovereign nation, East Timor’s governmental leaders must now develop
cordial relations with neighboring governments and global powers who conspired to kill
your people only a few years ago. You are responsible for leading your people out of
poverty, into a globalized economic system which serves wealthy nations and transnational
corporations.
“As solidarity activists, our role has changed less. We are still stubborn optimists, insisting
that the promises of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights be kept. In this new phase
of the journey, international solidarity for East Timor means helping to ensure that East
Timor’s independence is more than legal – that you have the economic, political and
diplomatic space to develop your nation in the interests of all its people. We will support
people-centered, sustainable, ecologically responsible development, through human
support and direct material aid. Some of us will live and work with you here; others will
advocate for East Timor in our own countries.”
ETAN got smaller, closing our Washington office and scaling back our work, as the U.S.
government and progressive activists refocused on Iraq and Afghanistan. We added
“Indonesia” to the name and also work for human rights and self-determination for West
Papua. These days, ETAN is mostly on-line, although a few chapters continue in solidarity
with Timorese communities.
La’o Hamutuk went through another transition in 2005-6, when we decided that it wasn’t
useful to keep finding the same shortcomings in nearly every aid project. They excluded
women, didn’t build on local knowledge, failed to address community needs and were
unsustainable when the grants stopped. At the time, the global aid industry was learning the
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same lessons – resulting in numerous statements and conferences on aid effectiveness.
Timor-Leste’s government has helped lead this effort, and La’o Hamutuk continues to make
suggestions and critiques. We have one significant difference with the government – we
think that donors should not neglect an essential sector just because the government isn’t
putting enough resources into it.
At that time, La’o Hamutuk stopped looking at aid agencies’ projects and increased our
focus on international systems which Timor-Leste is engaged with, such as the transnational
oil industry, globalization and debt. After 2007, we began to urge the UN, Australia and
other donors to shift to “human security” – health, livelihoods and education – rather than
supporting police, military and courts whose goal is to intimidate people against behaving
badly. Australians feel secure when they have jobs, homes, pensions and healthy and
educated children, and Timorese people deserve the same rights.
La’o Hamutuk’s collective structure, evidence-based analysis and policy advocacy tries to be
a model for others in Timor-Leste, where coalition-building, long-term planning and
strategic alliances require different approaches from the resistance- and personality-based
politics of the past. Our materials are used by diplomats, academics and media around the
world, serving as references on many of the topics that we research. We hope you find
them useful, and welcome suggestions for how we can make them more effective.
From 2006 to 2012, Timor-Leste’s oil and gas revenues increased dramatically, and La’o
Hamutuk looked deeper into fiscal sustainability, equity, and budget policy. Although we
had worked on petroleum revenue management since before the 2004 Petroleum Fund
Law, these topics became more challenging once the money started coming in, and TimorLeste’s state budget grew faster than all but Zimbabwe’s. Timor-Leste has been infected
with the “resource curse” which afflicts nearly all countries who depend on exporting nonrenewable resources, and we continue to educate and advocate in an effort to reduce or
prevent its worst consequences.
Last week, I gave a talk at ANU on the sustainability of Timor-Leste’s state budget, and the
outlook is not promising. Timor-Leste is one of the three most petroleum-export-dependent
countries in the world, with three-fourths of GDP and 90% of government revenues coming
from oil and gas extraction. The Kitan oil field has already finished production, and gas and
oil from Bayu-Undan are rapidly being exhausted, to end in about five years.
Although the country has saved U.S. $16 billion in its Petroleum Fund, withdrawals are
larger than income, and the Fund’s balance is stagnant and will soon begin to fall. La’o
Hamutuk projects that the Fund could be entirely spent within a decade if current plans are
carried out.
Unfortunately, the economy has not diversified during the 13 years of independence – the
productive sectors of agriculture and manufacturing are smaller than they were a decade
ago. Although major new initiatives are planned for Oecusse and the south coast, their
economic and social returns are dubious. They are being financed by cutting spending for
essential areas like health, education and agriculture, even though officials say they are
“priorities.”
Many of Timor-Leste’s leaders have lost touch with the people’s needs, and are ignoring
tomorrow so that they can enjoy today. Like democratically elected Parliamentarians and
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Ministers around the world, their planning horizon is limited to the next election, their
loyalties to the leaders of their political parties.
But half of Timorese people live in extreme poverty – surviving on less than
$1.30/person/day, including the non-cash economy. There’s much more about these topics
on La’o Hamutuk’s website, and I’d be glad to answer questions, but a celebratory dinner is
not the place to belabor unhappy news.
In closing, I’d like to mention the biggest ongoing problem between Timor-Leste and
Australia – your government’s long-standing refusal to acknowledge the sovereignty of your
northern neighbor by establishing a permanent maritime boundary consistent with current
international law.
Many people in Timor-Leste see this maritime occupation as a continuation of Indonesia’s
occupation of Timor-Leste’s land, and ending it is an unfinished piece of the struggle for
independence which began 40 years ago. Yet Australia refuses to participate in international
dispute resolution processes or even to sit at the negotiating table.
La’o Hamutuk, ETAN and many in this room have been critical of the oil-revenue-sharing
agreements and treaties that Australia bullied Timor-Leste into signing, starting with the
Timor Sea Treaty signed 12 hours after independence was restored. We urged Timor-Leste
not to sign or ratify the 2006 CMATS treaty, a position that Timorese leaders came around
to after the recent revelations of spying by Australia. We continue to be puzzled that this
free and democratic country, which claims to follow the rule of law, refuses even to discuss
maritime boundaries.
Although we are glad that Timor-Leste’s leaders now agree with Timor-Leste civil society,
the primary responsibility for solving this dispute rests on the citizens of Australia, as many
of you know. If Australia is unwilling to talk in good faith, no legal process or external
pressure can force it to accept a maritime boundary. Only the Australian people, working
through democratic, political processes, can get your government to change its policy, as
you did in 1999. Once that happens, the legalistic and historical obstacles will fall away.
Over the last week, Australian media have given a lot of coverage to discussions about
whether Australia’s spying on Timor-Leste was illegal because it served commercial
interests. This is an important issue for Australia. But even if Alexander Downer goes to jail,
Timor-Leste’s rights will not be achieved until Canberra accepts a maritime boundary.
A permanent maritime boundary will not solve all of Timor-Leste’s problems, even with a
gas pipeline from Greater Sunrise. But it would be critical signal that the Australian and
Timorese governments have entered a new era of respectful cooperation, expanding from
the sister-cities relationships that some of you work on to establish brotherly, neighborly
national ties.
By building on historic good will, and community-level relationships and support to
strengthen national policy advocacy, Australian and Timorese people can work together to
build a better future. If we wait for the leaders of our governments to do it, we could be
waiting a very long time.
Thank you.

